Find the center mark of the surface to place the sign. Line it up to
the center of the sign. Tape lightly in place with masking tape, to
approximate level, but centered.
Use a level or tape measure and level the sign by readjusting the
masking tape. Stand back and view, make any needed adjustments
until your satisfied it is placed properly.

Use any flat, fairly stiff, object to make sure the vinyl sign is
adhered to the transfer sheet.
An old credit card or rubber spatula works well. You don't have to
press hard, just firmly. Pressing too hard may distort the sign.

Once the sign has been placed where you want it, place long strips
of masking tape about center. Extend the tape past the sign and
onto the wall
Tape

Remove the right smaller piece of tape you used to place the sign.

The vinyl sign has three layers, a Top Transfer Sheet, the Vinyl
Sign and last, the Backing Sheet. Carefully separate the Top
Transfer Sheet AND Vinyl Sign together exposing the backing
sheet.

Now cut away only 1/2 of the backing sheet.
Use a razor knife to cut away, do not tear. Rough edges caused by
tearing the backing could adhere under the vinyl sign.

OPTIONAL
Lightly mist down the area to adhere the sign with a solution of 2
or 3 drops of liquid dish soap and 1 L water. Any spray bottle
works fine. More drops of liquid dish soap allows for some more
movement in final positioning. Although more soap causes longer
drying times and less sticking power, until dry. The back of the
vinyl sign can also be misted.

Your now ready to adhere 1/2 of the vinyl sign. SLOWLY use the
tool you used before to smooth down the transfer Sheet, which
also adheres the vinyl sign. Use SHORT and LIGHT strokes to
work the sign down from the CENTER outwards.
Hold the sign up on the end, do not allow it to drop prematurely.

Remove the remaining pieces of masking tape and REPEAT THE
ABOVE PROCESS for the other half of the vinyl sign.
Both pieces of the Backing Sheet are now gone and only the Vinyl
Sign and Top Transfer Tape should be left on the wall.

Once again use the flat tool to firmly adhere the vinyl sign to
the wall.

Now your ready to remove the Top Transfer Sheet, which
reveals the vinyl sign.
For installations with water and soap solution
spray the complete
Top Transfer Sheet and let sit for 5 mins, this makes it easier to
release the sheet without lifting the wet Vinyl Signs Adhesive. If
vinyl starts to lift, re-apply and leave to dry. Strong solutions of
soap and water may require more drying time before removing the
Top Transfer Sheet.

No warrantees or guarantees are given for sign installation not performed by us.
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